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Abstract: According to observational and theoretical data the solar ﬂare radiation
and coronal mass ejection (CME) are manifestations of the same explosive process,
which takes place high in the solar corona. In some solar ﬂares one of these
manifestations can be weak and can not be observed, in other ﬂares both of these
manifestations are present. CMEs are the most important cause of substorm appear-
ances in the magnetosphere. For solar ﬂare and CME predictions, it is need to have
information about main processes of these explosive phenomena and to estimate the
possibility of their occurrences. The energy for solar ﬂare can be accumulated in a
current sheet. For MHD simulation of this process the program PERESVET is
developed that uses observed distributions of magnetic ﬁeld on the photosphere as the
boundary conditions. The MHD simulation showed, that the current sheet can be
vertical, horizontal, or inclined to some angles to the photosphere depending on the
magnetic ﬁeld distribution on the photosphere and its evolution. The vertical current
sheet can produce the CME, because the magnetic tension force accelerates plasma
from the Sun. The CME prognosis is based on information about the position of
current sheet in the solar corona.
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+. Introduction
Usually the largest substorms in the Earth’s magnetosphere are caused by interplan-
etary disturbances, which are produced by coronal mass ejections (CMEs) and come
from the Sun. The basic physical phenomenon is the same for ﬂares and CMEs, which
was conﬁrmed by Zhang et al. (,**+) for several major events. Earlier the association
between ﬂares and CME was discussed by Dryer (+330).
Many data including the X-rays observations of a ﬂare by Yohkoh satellite (Hiei
and Hundhausen, +330) show that initial energy release of such ﬂare process takes place
high in the solar corona. The ﬂare energy can be accumulated in a current sheet (CS),
which is created in the corona above an active region. MHD simulations have
demonstrated that the disturbances, which come from the photosphere, are focused in
the vicinity of a singular line of the magnetic ﬁeld producing the current sheet. Also,
a CS can be created by ﬂoating up a new magnetic ﬁeld, which is directed oppositely to
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the pre-existing one. The instability of the CS produces the explosive release of the
sheet magnetic energy.
According to the ﬂare electrodynamical model (Podgorny and Podgorny, +33,) the
energy is transferred from the CS to the lower layers of solar atmosphere by ﬁeld-aligned
currents caused by Hall electric ﬁeld in the sheet. Coronal mass ejection (CME)
appears because of plasma acceleration along the CS by magnetic tension. On the basis
of simulation results and observational data it can be concluded that the solar ﬂare and
CME are associated. Both of them are the manifestation of the same explosive process.
MHD simulations, which use magnetic charts as boundary conditions, can improve
the quality of solar ﬂare and CME prediction.
,. MHD equations and initial conditions
The system of MHD equations for compressive plasma with all dissipative terms is
given in dimensionless form:
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The unit of the length L* is taken as the size of calculation region *x+, *y+,
*z+. The Y-axis is directed perpendicular to the solar surface, the plane of
photosphere is the XZ-plane (y*). The unit of the magnetic ﬁeld B* is taken as a
representative ﬁeld value in the active region of the photosphere. The units of the
plasma density r* and temperature T* are taken as their initial values, which are accepted
to be constant in space. The units of the plasma velocity is taken to be Alfvenic
velocity, and the other units of time, the current density, and the dipole moment are
taken correspondingly V*VAB*/	.pr*, t*L*/V*, j*cB*/(.pL*), M*B*L*-.
In the eqs. (+)(.), Rem.ps*V*L*/c, is the magnetic Reynolds number for the
conductivity s* at the initial temperature T*, s/s*T-/,, b2pn*kT*/B*, (n*r*/mi, mi
is the ion mass). ReL*V*/h is the Reynolds number, h is the viscosity. GqL (T*)
r* t*/T*, L (Tdimensionsl) is the radiation function for the ionization equilibrium of solar
corona (Cox and Tucker, +303). L(T)L (T*T)/L (T*) is the dimensionless radia-
tion function. e, e+, e, are the orthogonal unit vectors, that are parallel and
perpendicular to the magnetic ﬁeld respectively. kdlk/(
k*) is the dimensionless
thermal conductivity along the magnetic lines,
r*L*V*/k* is the Peclet number, k* is
the thermal conductivity for the temperature T*, k/k*T //,. kdl[(kk*+
+) (kB
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k*B
+B+)]/[(kk*++)(kBk*B+B+)] is the dimensionless thermal conductivity
perpendicular to the magnetic ﬁeld, Br*L*V*/k*B is the Peclet number for the
thermoconductivity across the strong magnetic ﬁeld kB (when the cyclotron radius is
much smaller than free path length); kB/k*Br,B,T+/,. GgG is the dimensionless
gravitational acceleration.
The initial ﬁeld of spots is approximated by the sum of dipole ﬁelds. The dipoles
with moments Mi(Mxi,Myi,Mzi) are located under the photosphere (yi*).
The calculations are done using the PERESVET code (Podgorny, +33/). It uses
the absolutely implicit ﬁnite-di#erence scheme, and solutions are obtained through
iteration method. Multilevel time step decreasing in the regions of strong values
gradient takes place. The code is written in FORTRAN language. Now the Visual
Digital FORTRAN version / is used, but the code can be easily adopted to any other
FORTRAN language. The code and its description are presented in http://www.
lebedev.ru/pages/wwwhomes/podgorny/N/NUM-MET.HTM.
-. Simulation of the CS creation in the situation close to real
For studying possibilities of ﬂare energy accumulation in the solar corona and for
investigation of the CS properties, the simulations have been done for di#erent magnetic
ﬁeld conﬁgurations and for di#erent types of magnetic ﬁeld changes on the photosphere
(Podgorny and Podgorny, +33,, +332; Podgorny, +33/, Podgorny et al., ,***; Bilenko
et al., ,**,). Here we brieﬂy present some examples of such calculations. Figure +
shows the results of simulation for the active region NOAA 00/., which produced a
ﬂare on May -*, +33+ (*3-2UT). Initially the ﬁeld of four spots is set, which are
approximated by vertical dipoles (MxMz*) situated in plane of symmetry Z*./
under the photosphere at y*.,. X coordinate and dipole momentsMy are as follows
(x+*..-, My+*.*,+/), (x,*../1/, My,*.*,+-), (x-*.0*/, My-*.**./), (x.
*.10/, My.*.**+). Figure +a presents the initial magnetic ﬁeld in the plane Z*./,
ﬁeld lines are contained in this plane because all dipoles situated in it. The neutral line
position (neutral point) is (x*./,/, y*.*/).
Excitation of the magnetic disturbances on the photosphere under the neutral line
is imposed by changing linearly the photospheric magnetic ﬁeld at *t+. This ﬁeld
change is introduced by decrease value of dipoles My+ and My.. At t+ the
photospheric magnetic ﬁeld is maintained constant withMy+*.*+1/ andMy.*.***..
These photospheric disturbances (decreasing of My+ and My.) produce an increase
in the magnetic ﬁeld under the neutral line. The neutral line is displaced upward and
simultaneously the CS is created. At t-/.0 the neutral point is displaced to the
position (x*..2., y*.-3,). This e#ect is seen in Fig. +b. Here the magnetic ﬁeld is
presented in the plane z*./ in the extending scale. The magnetic ﬁeld conﬁguration
demonstrates a CS appearance. The typical peculiarity of this CS is similar to the all
CSs observed in space and the laboratory. CSs always posses the normal component of
magnetic ﬁeld inside the sheet. The sheet is not a neutral one. The force jB
accelerates plasma along the sheet in both directions. The magnetic ﬁeld asymmetry
causes the sheet inclination to the photosphere. For t-/.0 the angle of sheet inclina-
tion becomes .-.1	. Plasma accelerated upward in this region can be ejected from the
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corona.
The current distribution of CS in plane y*.-/ (Fig. +c) has the form of oval.
The current is distributed around projection of the neutral line top on this plane. The
surface of the maximal current density posses the shape of a helmet. It consists in the
current sheet itself and a “moustache” of the Petschek type slow shock wave.
Calculations fulﬁlled by Podgorny and Podgorny (+33,, +332), Podgorny (+33/),
Podgorny et al. (,***), Bilenko et al. (,**,) demonstrate that for di#erent ﬁeld conﬁg-
urations and di#erent changes in dipole intensities the CS can be inclined at a di#erent
angle up to almost 3* (vertical sheet). An example of vertical sheet is shown on the
Fig. +d (magnetic lines and velocity vectors). These calculations are done for the
initial ﬁeld of dipoles (x+*..//, y+*./, My+*.11), (x,*..2,/, y,*..1/, My,
*.1321/), (x-*.01/, y-*..1/,My-*.+021/), (x.*.13, y.*./, My.*.*2). In
these calculations the disturbances are set by increasing of My+ and My. at *t+
up to My+*.2, and My.*.+*,/. Figure +d demonstrates the birth of CME, which
occurs, because the magnetic tension force in the sheet is directed upward from the Sun.
Such e#ect has been demonstrated by Podgorny and Podgorny (+333).
Fig. +. CS creation in the vicinity of singular line in the solar corona for di#erent types of
disturbances: (a), (b), (c)ﬁrst and forth dipoles decrease, (d)ﬁrst and forth dipoles increase.
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.. Energy storage for the Bastille ﬂare simulation
Magnetic spot positions of the active region NOAA 3*11 before the Bastille ﬂare
were extended along a straight line. This line is referred as the line Y*, Z*./. The
most important peculiarity of the magnetic ﬁeld conﬁguration above this active region
can be seen in the plane Z*./. It permits to trace CS appearance in the vicinity of a
neutral line that intersects this plane (Bilenko et al., ,**,).
The magnetic ﬁeld of NOAA 3*11 active region is approximated by ﬁelds of 1
vertical magnetic dipoles placed below the photosphere. The initial dipole values and
positions are presented in dimensional units in Table l. The dimension of the active
region L*,0**** km is taken as the length unit. The average magnetic ﬁeld above the
active region B*-** Gauss is taken as the magnetic ﬁeld unit. The dipole magnetic
moment unit is M*B*L*-.
The numerical investigations are aimed to investigate CS creation in the vicinity of
the line. Some preliminary results are reported by Bilenko et al. (,**,).
Four days prior to the ﬂare the dipole - had been increased by factor two. The
dipole 0 had been increased between June +* and +,. Such evolution of the active
region is assumed in the numerical experiment presented here.
The magnetic Reynolds number Rem.pVALs/c, in corona is order of +*+/, and
frozen-in condition is fulﬁlled for a very long time. All this time tDRem tA the di#usion
of magnetic ﬁeld does not prevent magnetic energy accumulation in the CS. Here tA
L/VA. The e#ective (numerical) Rem in numerical experiment is order of /*. So, for
the investigation of CS creation and its evolution in frozen-in condition the time of
photospheric disturbance must not considerably exceed tA. In the numerical experi-
ment shown below tA is chosen as a unit of time.
In calculation of magnetic energy storage in a CS that appear in the vicinity of
singular line due to linear increasing of magnetic ﬁeld is set during time from t* to
t*.,. The initial and ﬁnal dipole values are shown in Table l. After that the
photospheric magnetic ﬁeld is maintained constant. As a result of the imposed changes
a magnetic ﬁeld conﬁguration corresponding to the vertical CS is built. The magnetic
ﬁeld conﬁguration in the CS vicinity is shown in Fig. ,a and ,b. Figure ,a shows lines
tangential to projections of B vectors on the plane Z*./ in the extended scale. Such
lines can be conventionally considered as “ﬂat magnetic lines”. They determine force
jB/c around CS, if the current density vectors are almost perpendicular to the plane.
Table +. Dipoles values and positions for CS simulation of Bastille ﬂare.
N x y z My (t*) My (t*4,)
+
,
-
.
/
0
1
*4+.
*4+.
*4,30.
*4-0/
*4.0,3
*40.2/
*42+/
*4+-/
*4+-/
*4+-/
*4+-/
*4+-/
*4+-/
*4+-/
*4/
*40*+,
*4/
*4.222
*4/
*4/
*4/
*4**1
*4**/
*4*+
*4*+0
*4*+-,
*4*+-
*4**/+
*4**1
*4**/
*4*+.,
*4*+0
*4*+-,
*4*+2
*4**/+
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This current component is responsible for the CS creation and energy accumulation.
This CS as all CS in the laboratory and in space possesses a normal magnetic ﬁeld
component. Plasma accelerated upward can be ejected into the interplanetary space
producing coronal mass ejection. The most representative lines are presented in Fig.
,b in -D space. For better perceiving the plane Z*./ is also presented. Solid lines
show segments of magnetic ﬁeld lines located in front of this plane. Broken lines show
segments located behind the plane. Four magnetic lines are shown: +) Singular line; ,)
and -) Magnetic lines at left and right from the CS; .) Arch line above the active region.
The lines are not contained in the XY plane, because of Bz component existence. Such
inclination produces the typical sheared magnetic conﬁguration.
The energy accumulated in the CS magnetic ﬁeld is the di#erence between magnetic
energy above the active region before the ﬂare and magnetic energy of potential ﬁeld
before the CS creation. In dimensionless units it can be written as Wcs(t)(B,(t)/,)
dv(Bpot,(t)/,)dv. Here, Bpot is the potential magnetic ﬁeld. The result of calcula-
tions (Fig. -) indicates that energy accumulated in the CS before the Bastille event is
Fig. ,. CS of Bastille ﬂare.
Fig. -. Energy accumulation in CS.
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about /+*-, erg (unit of energy for B*-** Gauss and L*,.0+*+* cm is (B*,/.p)L*-
+.,0+*-/ erg).
Plasma outﬂow along the CS should reduce the CS thickness and initiate instability.
As a result the primary ﬂare energy release must occur in corona, and a part of ﬂare
energy is transferred to the photosphere.
/. New magnetic ﬂux emergence
Many indications (Shibata, +330; Demoulin et al., +33,) show that sometimes the
ﬂares occur just after emergence of a new magnetic ﬂux in the active region. If the old
magnetic ﬁeld does not posses a singular line the temptation arises to explain the ﬂare by
interaction of a new magnetic ﬂux with the oppositely directed pre-existing one. In that
case a CS can be produced. The simplest situation is realized, if two old spots and two
new spots are located on the same line, and their ﬂuxes are oppositely directed. This
scenario can be easily observed in a vertical plane that contains the spots. The main
features of such phenomena are revealed in ,D approximation by Podgorny and
Podgorny (,**+).
At t* the active region contains two spots approximated by dipoles of opposite
polarity: My+*.,/, x+*.+, y+*./ and My,*.,/, x,*../, y,*./. After t*
the new two dipoles begin to grow linearly from zero. Their positions are x-*.12,
y-*., and x.*.2/, y.*.,. At t+* their magnetic moments become My-*.,/
and My.*.,/
The magnetic ﬁeld conﬁguration is dramatically changed by the growth of My- and
My.. The plasma moves upward with frozen-in magnetic ﬂux. The disturbances
produced by the upﬂowing ﬂux propagate with Alfvenic velocity. Velocity vectors are
perpendicular to the magnetic lines, which is typical for MHD disturbances.
Simultaneously, a CS is created between the new and old magnetic ﬂuxes. The high
plasma conductivity (Rem+) does not permit to produce the fast reconnection, and the
magnetic ﬁeld energy is accumulated due to CS creation. The magnetic ﬁeld lines for
t/ are presented in Fig. .a. The plasma and magnetic ﬁeld behavior is seen in Fig. .b
Fig. .. CS creation by the ﬂoating up the new magnetic ﬁeld.
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in extended scale, where velocity vectors are shown. Plasma ﬂows in the sheet mostly
through the right border and is accelerated upward by magnetic tension. Apparently,
the plasma ﬂow along the sheet stabilizes the CS. The acceleration downward is not so
e#ective, because of plasma deceleration by the strong magnetic ﬁeld at the photosphere.
These data demonstrate that the CS, that is created by ﬂowing-up of the new
magnetic ﬂux, is practically the same as the sheet obtained by focusing small disturbance
in the vicinity of a neutral line.
0. The possibility of using the MHD simulation
for improving solar ﬂare and CME predictions
The mechanism of the solar ﬂare presented above and the results of MHD
simulation open a possibility for improving solar ﬂare prediction. It is proposed to add
the precursor based on MHD simulations in the solar corona to a typical system of
observed precursors, which are used for prognosis. The proposed precursor is based on
the assumption that the ﬂare is possible, if a CS is created that accumulates magnetic
energy for the ﬂare. Obtained by calculations from observed parameters distributions
inside and near the CS, its location in space, the form and angle of sheet inclination to
the photosphere also can give some additional precursors for prognosis of ﬂare and
CME appearance and their power. If the current sheet position is almost vertical, then
an explosive process can produce a CME. In such a case the magnetic tension force
accelerates plasma upward from the Sun. It is important to know the angle of sheet
inclination to the photosphere, which also can be obtained from the numerical simula-
tion.
The MHD simulations for the situation close to real one have revealed some
problems in setting of initial-boundary conditions and solving MHD equations (to
obtain a stable solution of the ﬁnite-di#erence scheme). To solve these problems
several methods have been developed. Some of them were already realized in the
PERESVET code and used in simulations (Podgorny, +33/; Bilenko et al., ,**,). The
realization of other ones is under way.
0.+. The initial-boundary conditions and methods of solution that were used in obtaining
the results shown in Figs. +.
The magnetic ﬁeld distributions in active regions obtained by observations should
be used as boundary conditions of the MHD equations. The simplest way of setting the
initial conditions is the approximation of spot ﬁelds by the ﬁelds of vertical dipoles
situated under the photosphere on the depth of the order of distances between spots.
This ﬁeld contains the main singularities of a real magnetic ﬁeld. The method of ﬁeld
approximation by vertical dipoles is already developed and used for results presented
here (see also Podgorny and Podgorny, +33,, +332; Podgorny, +323, +33/; Podgorny et
al., ,***).
To ﬁnd the other values on the boundary it is necessary to use the fact that for the
hyperbolic equations all values on a boundary could not be set independently. There
are relationships between them, which are determined by conditions inside the region
near the boundary. The solution of the equations on outgoing characteristics under
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assumption that dissipative terms can be neglected is used for setting the plasma density
r and the plasma velocity V on a photospheric boundary and for setting free-exit
conditions on the nonphotospheric boundary. For this purpose a special procedure is
used in the PERESVET code. By solving equations on characteristics the invariants
I (B, r,V) are found. The relationships between values B, r, V, the number of which
is equal to number of outgoing characteristics are obtained. Using these relationships
and values, that are set on the boundary (B for the photosphere), the other values (r and
components of V) can be found. For setting free-exit conditions on the non-
photospheric boundary it is necessary to have the number of relationships which are
equal to the number of values. So, besides the invariants on outgoing characteristics it
is necessary to know invariants on the characteristics, which are directed into the region.
These invariants have been found from conditions of time independence or zero
derivative normal to the boundary ((I/(n*).
The calculations show that application of the characteristic method is restricted, so
it has been used on initial phase of some calculations to obtain results shown in Figs.
+.. If the change of values on the space step near the boundary is su$ciently large,
then the numerical instability does not permit to solve equations of the characteristics.
In this case the values, which are deﬁned on the photospheric boundary by conditions
inside the region, and the values on free-exit boundary are found using the following
method. The time-independent conditions for the plasma density r setting on the
boundary is used. The zero ﬁrst derivative normal to the boundary ((r/(n*), or zero
second derivative normal to the boundary ((r,/(n,*) can be also used. The last one
means extrapolation from two points of numerical net near the boundary. The same
conditions are used for the temperature T. It should be noted that these conditions for
T are also used in situation suitable for application of the characteristics method for B,
r, V, because the term of thermoconductivity is not neglected, and so, the equation for
the temperature is not hyperbolic one. For the velocity V conditions (V/(n* and
(V,/(n,* are used. The component B normal to the boundary B is found from divB
*. For setting B components parallel to the boundary B the current component
parallel to the boundary j is taken to be zero or (j/(n*. All procedures of setting
the values on the boundary are included in the PERESVET code. The condition (j/
(n* for B on the nonphotospheric boundary is used in simulations represented in
Fig. +. Calculations show that these conditions can be applied practically in all situations
in the solar corona. It is planned to use these conditions in the majority simulations
for solar ﬂare prognosis. In the suitable situation it is planned to use method of
characteristics.
The calculations show that the strongest instabilities, which prevented us to obtain
correct numerical solution, take place not in the vicinity of singular line, but near the
photospheric boundary, where the ﬁeld gradients are high. Near the photosphere the
ﬁnite-di#erence analog of rotB is rather di#erent from zero for the initial potential ﬁeld.
So, the parasitic force jB causes the numerical instability. Several methods have
been used to stabilize the solution. The ﬁnite-di#erence scheme used in PERESVET
code is absolutely implicit. It is solved by the method of iterations.
The PERESVET code includes the multilevel time steps dividing. The time steps
strongly decrease in the places of high gradients. The main time step dividing is
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fulﬁlled near the photospheric boundary.
0.,. The initial-boundary conditions and methods of solution that were not used in the
present work, but had already been developed and tested
More precise calculations assume setting the initial potential ﬁeld corresponding to
initial distribution of the vertical magnetic component measured on the photosphere.
The solution with such initial magnetic ﬁeld must better describe the details of the
processes in the solar corona. Also for such approximation of the potential magnetic
ﬁeld values in the points of corresponding numerical net, that ﬁnite-di#erence analog of
divB, and rotB are equal to zero with very high precision, the solution becomes more
stable, if the di#erence scheme conservative relative to magnetic ﬂux is used. The
method of setting of such initial potential ﬁeld approximation is realized now in
modernized code PERESVET, in which the conservative relative to magnetic ﬂux
scheme is used. It was tested for Bastille ﬂare active region for photosphere ﬁeld as
approximated by set of dipoles as taken directly from observational date.
For stabilizing of solution the artiﬁcial viscosity is also used for smoothing a
solution. The solution is stabilized near the boundary, but distributions are also
smoothed in the CS, where values must be changed very steep. So, in the new version
of PERESVET code the artiﬁcial viscosity can be set only near the photospheric
boundary.
If the region of calculations is large, then the nonphotospheric boundary is located
far from spots, and the magnetic ﬁeld on this boundary is much smaller than above the
spots. In this case there are no problems in setting the magnetic ﬁeld on the non-
photospheric boundary. But for the net .+.+.+, which has been used, the space
step becomes too large, and the processes near the sheet are simulated roughly. If the
numerical region has a small size, then some nonphysical processes can be caused by the
boundary conditions. To demonstrate this e#ect the simulations have been done for a
large and a small regions. Comparison of these calculations permits to separate
unphysical processes and helps to investigate detailed behavior of solutions in the
vicinity of a CS.
All described methods help to get the stable solution using a personal computer on
the .+.+.+ net. It is possible that all these methods are not needed in simulation for
such active region, if the supercomputer is used, and so, the size of the net is su$ciently
large. But even for a supercomputer, if the active region is much more complicated,
for example, if it contains more then +* spots and several singular lines, then these
methods are necessary.
The calculations show that the instability grows on the photospheric boundary
during the long run, even if the artiﬁcial magnetic viscosity is used and the disturbances
on the photosphere are small. It can be explained by such a way. The magnetic
viscosity e#ectively stabilize solution only, if the viscosity term is represented as
ﬁnite-di#erence analog of DB, because DB contains the derivatives of the same compo-
nents of B as in the left part of the equation (B/(trot (VB)nmDB. Here DB
rot (rotB), because of divB*. Such presentation permits to avoid numerical solu-
tion (usually unstable) of the equation (B/(trot (VB)nmrot (rotB), which con-
tains derivatives of di#erent components of B. But ﬁnite-di#erence analog of divB is
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not exactly zero. The error is proportional to the net space step. So, at solving the
equation (B/(trot(VB)nmDB the current never relaxes to zero near the
photospheric boundary (where gradient of B is high). As a result, after long time
calculations, even a small parasitic force jB causes the instability. To stabilize it the
conservative relative to magnetic ﬂux scheme is developed, in which ﬁnite-di#erence
analog of divB equal to zero with high precision must be used. In this scheme it is used
the averaged magnetic ﬂuxes through the boundaries of numerical cells instead of ﬁeld
vectors in the points of the grid. This scheme is realized in the new version of
PERESVET code and is already tested for photospheric magnetic ﬁeld distributions of
Bastille ﬂare active region obtained as from approximation by dipoles as directly #om
observational data.
0.-. The initial-boundary conditions and methods of solution that should be developed to
solve present di$culties in future
There are several possibilities that can realize for setting of the nonpotential initial
ﬁeld by including appropriate procedures in the PERESVET code. One of them
consists in ﬁnding of a solution of stationary ﬁnite-di#erence scheme by relaxation in
time of the solution of a nonstationary scheme. Another method of setting the initial
magnetic ﬁeld consists in solving of the MHD equations for zero initial magnetic ﬁeld,
and changing the photospheric magnetic ﬁeld from zero one to required distribution.
Under rather high di#usion conditions the current must damp, and the magnetic ﬁeld
becomes the potential one. Now these methods are introduced in PERESVET code,
but it is not tested.
Also it is planned to modernize the numerical scheme such a way, that the space
step is strongly decrease in the places of strong values gradient and it will be remained
all other useful properties of the scheme (absolute implicit, conservative relative to
magnetic ﬂux and others).
1. Conclusion
These investigations are directed for tracing the chain of phenomena that appear on
the Sun and initiate solar ﬂares and CMEs. These two processes are associated: both of
them are manifestations of the same explosive energy release. Depending on conditions
the explosive energy release can have one or other manifestation or both of them. The
energy for this explosive process is accumulated high in the corona in a current sheet
above the active region. The current sheet is created in the vicinity of a magnetic ﬁeld
singular line by focusing of disturbances, which come from the photosphere. The
MHD simulation of a current sheet in the corona, which uses the observed magnetic
charts on the photosphere as boundary conditions, can improve the solar ﬂare and CME
prediction. The CME appears due to the plasma acceleration along the current sheet
by the magnetic tension forces. One of the main parameters, which control CME(and
such a way susubstorms occurrence) is the angle of the current sheet inclination to the
photosphere. The angle of current sheet inclination can be obtained from MHD
simulation results.
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